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Emigration and low growth fuel Portugal’s demographic crisis
Political rivals trade blows ahead of election over problems arising from ageing and shrinking population

The opposition leader Rui Rio says Portugal’s young adults must choose between ‘miserable wages’ or emigration © Tiago
Petinga/EPA-EFE/Shutterstock
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Portugal’s young jobseekers were “the best qualified generation” the country had
ever produced, Prime Minister António Costa said as he made his case for another
term in office ahead of this month’s election.
Rui Rio, Costa’s main opponent, fired straight back. What awaited those young
adults, the centre-right opposition leader said in a television debate between the
two leaders, was a stark choice — between “miserable wages” or emigration.
The exchange highlighted two critical issues in the January 30 election: Portugal’s
demographic crisis — with a low birth rate and ageing population — and the poor
economic growth that is seen as its root cause.
Re-electing Costa’s centre-left Socialists (PS) after six years in office, argues Rio,
would condemn the country to stagnation, leaving it at “the tail-end of Europe”.
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Costa, whose minority government was brought down midterm by its far-left allies,
lays claim to overseeing Portugal’s strongest growth period since joining the
eurozone in 2002, until the pandemic struck. His government has rolled back
austerity measures, maintained fiscal discipline and cut unemployment to prepandemic levels.
Rio’s centre-right Social Democrats (PSD), however, say growth has still been too
weak and accuse Costa of redistributing rather than generating wealth, using
consumer demand instead of productive investment to stimulate growth. This has
kept wages and productivity chronically low, they say, pricing young people out of
the housing market and fuelling emigration.
More than 70 per cent of workers aged up to 34 earn less than €950 a month, more
than half have precarious work contracts and almost a third are considering
emigration, according to a recent study by the Francisco Manuel dos Santos
Foundation.

The minority Socialist government has been forced to seek re-election after it was brought down midterm by its far-left allies ©
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Figures released this month show that more than 2,000 nurses have taken steps to
emigrate over the past two years by applying to have their qualifications recognised
outside Portugal — equal to about a third of those qualifying over the same period.
In a country where the pandemic has exposed an acute shortage of medical staff in
the public sector, the national nursing body estimates about 20,000 nurses trained
in Portugal are working abroad.
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Immigration has risen above emigration in recent years, but the balance of skills is
seen as negative for Portugal, with many immigrants meeting labour shortages in
agriculture, construction and tourism. “At the same time as our qualified graduates
are emigrating because wages here are so low, we are importing low-skilled
immigrants,” said David Justino, a former education minister and co-ordinator of
the PSD’s election programme. “This has the perverse effect of perpetuating a lowwage economy.”
He sees accelerating economic growth as key to dealing with demographic decline.
Real gross domestic product per capita has increased by an annual average of only
0.3 per cent over the past two decades, less than half the average EU growth rate,
according to Eurostat. The PS, its opponents point out, was in government for 13 of
those years.
After an exodus of unskilled workers in the 1960s, emigration swelled again in the
wake of the 2011 financial crisis, reaching 110,000 a year, including university
graduates “trained and paid for” by Portugal, as Rio puts it. Despite an upturn in
economic growth, the outflow continued at an annual average of about 80,000
between 2015 and 2020.
Emigration, however, is only one component of a demographic implosion reflected
in the preliminary findings of Portugal’s 2021 census. They show that the
population has shrunk by 2 per cent, or 214,000 people, over the past decade and
is ageing faster than forecast, with 23.4 per cent already aged over 65, a level
exceeded only by Japan and, marginally, Italy.
António Sales, deputy health secretary in the outgoing government, has warned
that without significant change Portugal could lose 20 per cent of its 10.3m
population by 2070 and age into a society in which two out of every three people
were over 65.
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António Costa’s government has rolled back austerity measures and cut unemployment to pre-pandemic levels © Miguel A
Lopes/EPA-EFE/Shutterstock

According to Eurostat, Portugal’s old-age dependency ratio — the proportion of
over 65-year-olds to the working population — is set to almost double by 2050 to
62.8, the highest in the EU.
Annual deaths have exceeded births for 13 year consecutive years, an imbalance
projected to have reached a record level in 2021 due to fatalities caused by the
pandemic.
Paulo Baptista Coelho, a family doctor in Lisbon, points to multiple causes.
“Women are studying for longer, taking on demanding careers and having usually
one or two children in their thirties. But the chief causes are economic: salaries are
low, jobs precarious and promotion slow.” Emigration has also had a negative
impact on the birth rate.
The PSD argues that the critical difference separating Portugal from richer
countries grappling with similar demographic problems is that it has yet to
upgrade its low-wage, relatively low-tech economy to a level that forestalls
emigration and makes bigger families financially viable.
Costa, meanwhile, has promised 10,000 more places at state kindergartens, bigger
child tax benefits and steps to combat job insecurity — all measures deemed
essential to combat population decline.
In a recent published appeal, Ana Fernandes and Paulo Machado of the Portuguese
Demography Association called on politicians to move from campaign soundbites
to concerted action to tackle the demographic crisis.
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“The country seems surprised [by the census findings],” they say, “but they are the
outcome of a structural trend . . . that, if continued over the long term, will lead to
decay and impoverishment.”
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